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QUESTION 1

You have an Azure Cognitive Search solution and a collection of blog posts that include a category field. You need to
index the posts. The solution must meet the following requirements: 

*

 Include the category field in the search results. 

*

 Ensure that users can search for words in the category field. 

*

 Ensure that users can perform drill down filtering based on category. 

Which index attributes should you configure for the category field? 

A. searchable, sortable, and retrievable 

B. searchable, facetable, and retrievable 

C. retrievable, filterable, and sortable 

D. retrievable, facetable, and key 

Correct Answer: B 

Retrievable: Include the category field in the search results. 

Searchable: Ensure that users can search for words in the category field. 

Facetable: Ensure that users can perform drill down filtering based on category. 

 

QUESTION 2

You are developing the knowledgebase. 

You use Azure Video Analyzer for Media (previously Video indexer) to obtain transcripts of webinars. 

You need to ensure that the solution meets the knowledgebase requirements. 

What should you do? 

A. Create a custom language model 

B. Configure audio indexing for videos only 

C. Enable multi-language detection for videos 

D. Build a custom Person model for webinar presenters 
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Correct Answer: A 

https://learn.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/azure-video-indexer/customize-language-model-overview Azure Video Indexer
supports automatic speech recognition through integration with the Microsoft Custom Speech Service. You can
customize the Language model by uploading adaptation text, namely text from the domain whose vocabulary you\\'d like
the engine to adapt to. Once you train your model, new words appearing in the adaptation text will be recognized,
assuming default pronunciation, and the Language model will learn new probable sequences of words. 

 

QUESTION 3

You need to develop an extract solution for the receipt images. The solution must meet the document processing
requirements and the technical requirements. You upload the receipt images to the Form Recognizer API for analysis,
and the API returns the following JSON. 
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Which expression should you use to trigger a manual review of the extracted information by a member of the Consultant-
Bookkeeper group? 

A. documentResults.docType == "prebuilt:receipt" 

B. documentResults.fields.*.confidence 

C. documentResults.fields.ReceiptType.confidence > 0.7 

D. documentResults.fields.MerchantName.confidence 

Correct Answer: B 
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QUESTION 4

HOTSPOT

You create a knowledge store for Azure Cognitive Search by using the following JSON. 

Use the drop-down menus to select the answer choice that completes each statement based on the information
presented in the graphic. NOTE Each correct selection is worth one point. 

Hot Area: 

Correct Answer: 
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QUESTION 5

You are building a bot by using Microsoft Bot Framework. 

You need to configure the bot to respond to spoken requests. The solution must minimize development effort. 

What should you do? 

A. Deploy the bot to Azure and register the bot with a Direct Une Speech channel 

B. Integrate the bot with Cortana by using the Bot Framework SDK. 

C. Create an Azure function that will call the Speech service and connect the bot to the function. 

D. Deploy the bot to Azure and register the bot with a Microsoft Teams channel. 

Correct Answer: A 
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